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Figure 1: Overview of the Flowy system’s approach of UX design support. Flowy system uses a pipeline enabled by multimodal
AI to annotate design patterns in high-quality user flow examples from existing apps (A). It provides designers with an analysis
of the underlying design patterns in the examples (B) and surfaces other high-quality design examples with related patterns (C).
This scaffolds UX designers’ decision making processes and accelerates their information foraging process in design ideation,
facilitating a holistic understanding of the design space.
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ABSTRACT
Many recent AI-powered UX design tools focus on generating indi-
vidual static UI screens from natural language. However, they over-
look the crucial aspect of interactions and user experiences across
multiple screens. Through formative studies with UX professionals,
we identified limitations of these tools in supporting realistic UX
design workflows. In response, we designed and developed Flowy,
an app that augments designers’ information foraging process in
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ideation by supplementing specific user flow examples with dis-
tilled design pattern knowledge. Flowy utilizes large multimodal AI
models and a high-quality user flow dataset to help designers iden-
tify and understand relevant abstract design patterns in the design
space for multi-screen user flows. Our user study with professional
UX designers demonstrates how Flowy supports realistic UX tasks.
Our design considerations in Flowy, such as representations with
appropriate levels of abstraction and assisted navigation through
the solution space, are generalizable to other creative tasks and
embody a human-centered, intelligence augmentation approach to
using AI in UX design.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) have spurred the
development of research prototypes and commercial tools designed
to aid in User Interface (UI) and User Experience (UX) design. A
prominent group of these UI/UX design support tools automatically
generate mid-fidelity UI wireframes [13, 26, 39] or high-fidelity UI
mockups1 [43, 70, 77]. Most of these tools follow a “prompt-to-UI”
interaction paradigm, similar to the prompt-based image generation
paradigm in diffusion models [8, 24], where a user provides the
description of a UI and the system returns a high-fidelity mockup,
aiming to reduce designers’ manual efforts in prototyping.

However, existing prompt-to-UI tools predominantly focus on
individual static UI design, thereby not fully addressing the broader
and crucial aspect of experience design and interactions in UX [46,
47], which is oftern embodied in user flows that extend beyond
the scope of individual UI screens. This observation led us to hy-
pothesize that the current prompt-to-UI tools might not adequately
support the workflows of professional UX designers.

To validate this hypothesis, we conducted formative studies with
professional UX designers to understand the limitations of existing
prompt-to-UI tools in real-world UX design workflows. We identi-
fied significant gaps between these tools’ capabilities and the needs
of designers, including: (1) the inability to generate designs based
on corporate design systems [3, 16], (2) the lack of design rationale
or justifications, and (3) the narrow focus on individual UI screens,
overlooking critical UX details and contexts. We also learned about
the important role of design patterns in helping UX designers un-
derstand the design considerations and potential design space for
different product features. Furthermore, we discovered that the
UX design process, particularly the ideation phase, resembles an
information foraging process, where individuals use strategies to
maximize the rate of acquiring valuable information while mini-
mizing search costs [53]. For example, UX designers often need to
explore a vast design space of user flows and interactions, implic-
itly evaluating and selecting examples most relevant to their design
context. Motivated by these findings, we aim to develop tools that

1A non-exclusive list of non-academic tools include Uizard, Galileo, V0 by Vercel,
Magic Patterns.

enhance the designers’ inspiration foraging process during
ideation, rather than building fully automatic UI generation tools,
which have fallen short in supporting the UX design process.

We present Flowy, an interactive system that enhances and
streamlines UX ideation through the automated analysis of UX de-
sign patterns. Flowy automatically identifies three types of patterns:
component layout, user interaction, and product feature-specific
patterns, aiding designers in decision-making across diverse sce-
narios. To accomplish this, Flowy leverages a novel pipeline based
on multimodal generative AI models, including vision-language
models, and utilizes a high-quality commercial dataset, featuring
comprehensive user flow exmaples of mobile UIs from Mobbin2.
With Flowy, designers can extend their vision beyond the design of
individual UI screen by accessing information on design patterns
across multiple screens in user flows.

We conducted a user study with eight professional UX designers
to understand the effectiveness of Flowy in supporting realistic
UX design tasks. The study results are promising, with partici-
pants reporting that Flowy’s design pattern analysis and visual
comparison of similar examples help guide their attention and
facilitate the learning of design patterns. Moreover, through the
study, we identified important areas for future work in assisting
real-world UI/UX design, such as further integrating product goals
or business objectives and prioritizing visuals over textual descrip-
tions in similar tools. Based on these findings, we derive three
key design implications that shed light on future research in UX
design ideation support tools. More broadly, Flowy exemplifies a
intelligence-augmentation approach to human-AI collaboration,
with the goal of supporting the cognitive processes of target users
to improve task efficiency and effectiveness.

Altogether, Flow provides the following contributions:
(1) The design and implementation of Flowy, a novel system

that supports UX design ideation as an information foraging
process;

(2) A technical pipeline leveraging state-of-the-art multimodal
AI to automatically annotate design pattern information on
user flow design examples;

(3) Study results demonstrating the effectiveness of Flowy, along
with three design implications for UX ideation support tools
proposed based on the study findings.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 Data-Driven UI/UX Design Tools
There have been long-lasting efforts to build tools that support the
UI design process. For example, non-AI tools have attempted to
help designers with automatic exploration of design alternatives
(e.g. Scout [63], SpaceWalker [78]) and adapting screenshot exam-
ples into designs (e.g. Rewire [62]). Since UI design is inherently
diverse and challenging to capture with rule-based methods, more
recently, studies have leveraged data-driven approaches to learn de-
sign semantics or patterns from large-scale UI datasets. For instance,
the Rico [6] dataset is one of the most prominent open-source UI
datasets for Android. ERICA [7] offers a collection of user interac-
tion data for mobile UIs, captured during app usage. WebUI [72] is a

2https://mobbin.com/
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dataset for enhancing visual UI understanding with web semantics.
Widget Captioning [38] provides language descriptions of individ-
ual UI elements, while Screen2Words [69] delivers summaries of
entire UI screens. Building on these datasets, prior research has ex-
plored machine learning approaches to model UI semantics, achieve
computational understanding of UIs, and enable novel interactions
with UIs. For example, Screen2Vec [37] employs a self-supervised
technique for generating representations of GUI screens in em-
bedding vectors. More recently, there has been significant interest
in modeling UIs using foundation models. For instance, Wang et
al. [68] utilized a large language model to process mobile UIs, en-
abling diverse conversational interactions with the UI. Conversely,
Spotlight [36] proposed a vision-only approach for understanding
mobile UIs. In this study, Flowy built upon this prior work and
proposed a computational pipeline that integrates state-of-the-art
multimodal AI models to articulate design pattern information on
UX prototypes and provide support for UX designers.

It is noteworthy that the prevalent adoption of design systems
in the UX industry has significantly re-shaped the landscape of UX
design research. Design systems are centralized collections of pre-
defined UI components and design guidelines that ensure design
consistency across products and teams [3, 16]. Examples of estab-
lished design systems in the industry nowadays include Apple’s
Human Interface Guidelines3 and Google’s Material Design4. As a
result of the wide adoption of design systems, UX designers focus
less on crafting pixel-perfect visual details. Instead, they spend
more time creating holistic user experiences that support user goals
and product objectives using pre-built UI components [41]. This
change in UX practice is often underestimated in academia.

2.2 Ideation with Generative AI
Generative AI has been utilized to enhance user creativity by quickly
providing a wide array of ideas in various formats, including text
and visuals, aiding users in overcoming creative blocks and explore
new concepts. The ideation process may involve the generation
of text that directly articulates ideas [9, 19, 21, 58, 76]. Moreover,
ideation can also be based on examples, such as when users generate
various images using a text-to-image generation model to explore
design examples they prefer [1, 31, 33, 49, 51, 54]. While straight-
forward prompting has been widely used to harness generative AI
for idea generation, recent research has explored more systematic
approaches to further enhance the ideation process, such as incor-
porating object-oriented principles into LLM prompting [29] and
enabling structured exploration and expansion of the design space
by leveraging LLM outputs [61]. In this work, Flowy takes a less
common approach to inspiration. Instead of generating example
results to help designers find new inspiration, Flowy focuses on
augmenting designers’ natural information foraging process for
UX inspirations through design pattern analysis.

2.3 Supporting the Information Foraging
Process

Since its proposal in 2016, the information foraging theory has
become a seminal in understanding how humans seek and gather
3https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines
4https://material.io/

information [53]. Information foraging theory draws an analogy be-
tween how humans search for information and how animals forage
for food in the wild. It provides a powerful framework for analyzing
and predicting human information-seeking behavior. Studies have
been done to extend the theory and try to understand people’s
information foraging behaviors in different contexts [10, 34, 56, 67].
However, few studies have investigated ways to explicitly support
people’s information foraging processes. Vattam et al. [66] devel-
oped an information-processing model of seeking bio-inspiration
in online information environments and proposed an approach for
enhancing these environments by augmenting individual informa-
tion resources with conceptual models, to make finding relevant
information more efficient. They divided the inspiration foraging
process into two main stages: within-patch foraging and between-
patch foraging, and supported each stage differently to cater to
foragers’ informational needs. Taking inspiration from these works,
Flowy took a novel approach to applying information foraging
theory to the UX design inspiration domain. The design considera-
tions in Flowy reflect a human-centered, intelligence augmentation
approach of AI adoption for supporting UX designers’ information
foraging processes of inspirations in early design stages.

3 FORMATIVE STUDIES
The concept of user flow, while long-standing in design practices [5,
15, 27], has been understudied in academic research. User flows are
often represented using simple flow diagrams and are reflected in
various design artifacts, including user journey maps, UI widget
flows, and UI prototypes of various modalities [15, 27]. Despite
their widespread use in practice, little empirical research has been
done to understand UX designers’ practices regarding user flows.
Additionally, we observed that most AI tools designed to support
UX work primarily focus on generating individual UI screens, ne-
glecting the broader context of user flows in the design process.
Consequently, our formative study aimed to explore the following
research questions to fill this gap:

(1) RQ1: What feedback do designers have towards existing
prompt-to-UI AI design support tools?

(2) RQ2: How do UX designers manage user flows using differ-
ent abstractions and design artifacts such as user journey
diagrams, UI widget flows, and high-fidelity UI screens?

Our goal is to understand user flow as a unique aspect of UX
design beyond static UI design, and further identify opportunities
for naturally integrating AI support into UX design workflows. We
recruited five professional UX designers through online advertising
and word of mouth. A description of the participant demographics
is shown in Appendix 1. We conducted a semi-structured, one-hour
interview with each participant. In our interviews, we used retro-
spective analysis, a common method to reconstruct the behaviors,
rationales, and emotions of the study participants for the recorded
events [55]. We asked participants to refer to digital design and
research files from a previous design project while explaining the
behavior, rationale, and ideas in the design processes. The interview
questions were organized into three sections:

(1) Understanding the participant’s previous UX design project;
(2) Practices to manage user journeys, user flows, UI widgets,

and high-fidelity prototypes in the design project;
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(3) Testing out a representative existing AI-powered prompt-to-
UI generation tool, Uizard5.

Each participant was compensated $15 for their time6. The inter-
view notes were analyzed using affinity diagramming [52] by four
of the authors to identify common themes in the responses of the
participants. The subsequent sections detail the insights derived
from our affinity diagramming analysis.

3.1 Analysis Findings
3.1.1 Finding 1: Existing prompt-to-UI tools provide limited util-
ity for UX design. During the interviews, all designers confirmed
our hypothesis that existing prompt-to-UI tools are too focused
on individual UI screens. Thereby, these tools miss the broader
context of user flows vital for UX design, as unanimously noted
by the participants (P1–5) [47]. Most participants did not continue
to improve on the prompts and generate UI screens after the first
round of interaction with Uizard, finding the generated results of
little help. P4 reported with frustration that they are “not sure about
the tool’s (Uizard’s) jobs to be done... it is very far from current UX
designers’ practices”. P3 emphasized that in UX design “you are not
designing for aesthetics, but for functionality”, explaining that
Uizard cannot support realistic UX design tasks beyond the visual
aspects of individual UI screens. With the proliferation of design
systems [3] that contains pre-defined UI components for UX de-
signers to use, designing high-quality visual UI screens is no longer
a major challenge for UX designers [41], further limiting existing
AI tools’ value for UX design.

Designers identified three main gaps between prompt-to-UI AI
tools and realistic UX workflows. First, prompt-to-UI AI tools gen-
erate overly generic and simplistic results that cannot meet the
requirements of real-world projects. P2 felt that the AI model “does
not understand the complexity that a screen holds”, while P3 men-
tioned that the AI generated results “can be helpful only in generic
industries”. The second gap is that no rationale of design decisions
are provided with the generated UI results, leaving designers with-
out the insights needed to leverage these outputs as meaningful
inspiration. P1 highlighted that in UX inspirations, “it’s really im-
portant to understand the rationale behind the design scenarios
and the selection of design patterns”. Such rationales contain prac-
tical value in communications when designers need to justify their
design decisions to teammates and stakeholders (P1, P3, P4). In
contrast, examples from existing products, like the ones featured
on Mobbin, have been tested with real users, and thus serve as
better, more trustworthy inspirations (P1, P4). Lastly, integration
with organizational design systems presents a challenge. Due to
the widespread expectation that professional UX designers need
to work with their organizations’ design systems, the inability of
current AI tools to accommodate these systems effectively forces
designers to engage in almost as much effort as would be required
to develop a new prototype from scratch (P1, P3, P4).

5We selected Uizard (https://uizard.io/) as one of the earliest tool in this space. It
shares the same core features and very similar experiences with alternatives such as
V0 by Vercel (https://v0.dev/) and Galileo (https://www.usegalileo.ai/, not yet available
during the time of our study).
6The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) at our institution.

3.1.2 Finding 2: User flowmanagement is highly adaptive and project-
specific. Regarding RQ2, designers reported that they adapt or in-
vent many forms of representations and artifacts based on the needs
and requirements of individual projects to visualize, understand,
and manage user flows (P1, P3, P4, P5). Basic flow diagrams are ver-
satile and functional enough in most cases (P2, P3, P4). UX designers
often also need to manage other aspects of the system associated
with user flows, such as the features that support each step of the
user flow (P4) and the accompanying data flow (P5). P4 mentioned
a specific intermediary design artifact named “breadboard” [60]
they found very useful to manage features in user flows, while
recognizing that it is not yet well-known in the UX community.
P5’s team specifically “invented” an artifact called “receipe” to list
and manage the changing data flow across multiple UI screens
in a previous project. Meanwhile, P3 pointed out that deliberate
management of user flows is only necessary when they are com-
plex and not self-explanatory. In many cases, “user flows are often
directly encapsulated in high-fidelity prototypes”, with “no specific
abstractions or artifacts for them” (P3). In general, designers’ adap-
tive management of user flows echos previous research findings
that UX methodologies are “more like mindsets” than formal proce-
dures to follow [22]. It helps designers to make sense of the problem
domain, which is critical in practical UX design, but unsupported
by existing prompt-to-UI tools.

3.1.3 Finding 3: UX designers use design patterns to understand the
design space and scaffold decision-making. An unexpected finding is
the value of design patterns in the creation of UX prototypes (P1, P3,
P4, P5). The term “design pattern” is loosely-defined in UX. Based
on our interviews and analysis of previous work [44, 45, 64, 65],
we refer to design pattern as “common ways” of designing static
layout and dynamic interaction across screens. For professional UX
designers, patterns are exemplified through individual UX examples.
Design patterns help designers comprehensively understand the
potential design space. They scaffold the UX designers’ decision-
making process by providing rationales for different design choices
and connecting design decisions to effects on user experiences. P3
mentioned that “it’s really important to understand the rationale
behind the design scenarios and the design patterns to adopt others’
designs”.

We observed that UX designers’ search of user flow inspirations
greatly resembles the information foraging process [53]. Designers
look through the user flow prototypes of existing products, (find),
implicitly reason about the design scenario and the rationales be-
hind selecting specific design patterns (evaluate), and collect those
that best fit the design problem at hand (aggregate). During our
interviews, all participants showed an instinct to reason about the
rationales behind the design decisions in example user flow proto-
types. Carrying these rationales forward, designers also use them
to justify their design decisions to collaborators and stakeholders.

A major challenge is that design pattern knowledge is acquired
primarily through experience and deliberate learning over time. For
example, when creating prototypes in tools like Figma, designers
are often constrained in their ability to explore a broad array of user
flow examples. This makes it difficult for them to comprehensively
understand the design space and the potential solutions offered by
various design patterns. This constraint can lead to locally optimal

4
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design decisions based on the narrow range of examples they hap-
pen to choose, potentially resulting in design fixation []. To account
for this, UX designers need to consult design pattern analysis arti-
cles on websites like Pencil & Papers7 and Built for Mars8 to learn
to design specific UX features (P1, P4). P1 also mentioned that “as
a grew more senior, I accumulate more examples in their head, so I
see alternative pattern whenever looking a specific example”.

4 DESIGN GOALS
Our formative study revealed a key insight about current UX design
processes: with the widespread use of pre-defined components in
companies’ design systems [3, 16], the bulk of UX design work has
shifted to adopting the most suitable design patterns to the design
scenario at hand.

It became evident to us that designers can benefit more directly
from intelligent support in understanding the design space, rather
than being provided with AI-generated UI screens (Finding 3). Thus,
we designed our prototype, Flowy, with the following design goals:

DG1: Support scaffolding design decision making and ac-
celerating information foraging of UX inspirations. Instead
of adopting an approach to generate user flows and using a similar
paradigm to prompt-to-UI generation, we designed Flowy to explic-
itly support designers’ existing cognitive processes in inspiration
foraging. We observed that UX design processes and decisions are
often very complex and context-specific (Finding 2). It is almost
impractical for designers to prompt an AI model with sufficient
design scenario context to generate useful UX flows that matches
their specific project context (Finding 1). Based on our formative
study (Finding 3), we designed Flowy to support designers’ current
practices of learning design patterns through user flow examples.
Flowy aims to scaffold UX designers’ foraging process by helping
them identify design patterns they can potentially adopt and the
design considerations to make when deciding whether to adopt a
pattern in their specific scenario. This approach allows designers to
make more informed design decisions supported by evidence, while
also accelerating the decision-making process.

DG2: Prioritize design patterns regarding user flows and
user interactions over individual, static UI screens. Static UI
screens alone provide limited information about the overall user
experience and the flow of interactions within a product. In real-
ity, designers work with dynamic, interconnected user flows that
define how users navigate through a product and complete tasks
(Finding 1). By providing information on design patterns for user
interactions and user flows, we can more closely align our support
with the challenges designers face in their everyday work. Provid-
ing guidance and inspiration at the user flow level helps designers
understand how different screens and interactions fit together to
create a cohesive user experience.

DG3: Provide high-quality design pattern insights con-
nected to individual examples. In designing AI-powered tools
to support UX designers, providing high-quality design pattern
information and avoid hallucination is crucial. Only by provid-
ing high-quality, professional-grade design pattern information,

7https://pencilandpaper.io/articles/user-experience/user-experience-pattern-
analysis/
8https://builtformars.com/

can we ensure that designers receive reliable guidance and inspi-
ration (Finding 3). Furthermore, it is important to recognize that
design patterns and specific user flow examples serve different but
complementary purposes. Design patterns represent aggregated
knowledge and best practices, offering a high-level understanding
of common solutions [44, 45, 64, 65]. On the other hand, individual
user flow screenshots showcase specific design implementation
details, such as component usage, placement, and interaction de-
tails. We design Flowy to provide both pattern-level information
and concrete examples, so that designers can gain a comprehensive
understanding of the design space and make informed decisions
tailored to their specific context.

DG4: Provide easy-to-consume design pattern information
to accelerate design decision making. It is essential to provide
UX designers with design pattern information that is easy to under-
stand and apply. Overwhelming designers with complex or overly
detailed information can hinder their ability to quickly grasp key
insights and make informed decisions [28, 32]. This is particularly
important in design ideation, where designers often need to explore
and evaluate a wide range of examples. By presenting design pat-
terns in a clear, concise, and easily digestible format, we can help
designers rapidly process and integrate this knowledge into their
work. This can also enable designers to more flexibly manage user
flows and adapt their design decisions based on the specific project
context (Finding 2).

5 FLOWY DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION
In our Flowy prototype, we implemented a design pattern annota-
tion pipeline that utilizes the latest multimodal AI with the high-
quality user flow prototype dataset Mobbin. We take design pattern
analysis for each user flow prototype, then propagated the annota-
tion results to our web app’s frontend.

5.1 Design Pattern Annotation Pipeline
Our annotation pipeline aims to provide high-quality, professional-
grade design pattern information that is easy to consume (DG3,
DG4). Thus, we designed a Set-of-Mark (SoM) prompting module
to anchor annotations onto specific visual UI elements on screens,
together with a Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) module to
ground our annotation in existing high-quality UX design pattern
analysis articles. Generally, we used state-of-the-art large multi-
modal models to annotate design pattern information on user flow
prototypes.

5.1.1 Visually-Anchored Annotation Through Set-of-Mark Prompt-
ing. We employed Set-of-Mark (SoM) prompting, a method for
improving the visual grounding abilities of large multimodal mod-
els [75], to associate design pattern annotations with visual UI
elements on the screenshots (Section 1 in Figure 2). SoM is typically
done by marking images with main object region masks from an
object detection model and associating each mask with a numeric
“tip”. The original andmarked images are then fed into a multimodal
AI model. In our project, using SoM enables us to relate design pat-
tern annotations with associated UI elements in user flow examples,
improving the ease of consumption for designers (DG3, DG4).

5
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Figure 2: Flowy’s backend design pattern annotation pipeline. The pipeline utilizes Set-of-Mark prompting (1) and Retrival-
Augmented-Generation (2). It takes original screenshots of user flow examples (1), which are passed through a Segment
Anything Model (SAM) and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to identify relevant UI elements. Relevant design pattern
analysis articles are retrieved from our curated knowledge base, stored in a vector database (2). The screenshots and retrieved
articles are input to a multimodal AI model to generate design pattern annotations, including the pattern name, purpose,
design considerations, etc. (3). Prompts are simplified to improve readability yet still highlight the core utilities.

5.1.2 High-Quality Design Pattern Information With Retrieval Aug-
mented Generation. To ensure the quality of our annotation results,
the research team manually curated 54 high-quality articles on
UX design pattern analysis through collective discussion and sug-
gestions from professional UX designers, as our design pattern
knowledge base (DG2, DG3). We used Retrieval-Augmented Gen-
eration (RAG) [35], a common technique in knowledge-intensive
tasks to supplement large multimodal models with domain-specific
information. We employed RAG to retrieve relevant articles from
our curated knowledge base based on the similarity between the
article content and the input user flow example (Section 2 in Figure
2). The retrieved articles were then used as additional context in our
prompt to guide the model in generating accurate and informative
design pattern annotations.

5.1.3 Specific Features for Efficient UX Inspiration Foraging. We
took inspiration from past research on inspiration foraging sup-
porting tools [20, 66] and specifically designed our annotation task
around the within-patch foraging and between-patch foraging state
of designers (DG1). In within-patch foraging, the forager gains net
information by consuming the content of the information patch.
To support designers’ net information gain of design patterns in
user flow examples (DG4), on top of design pattern definitions and
descriptions, we also defined key aspects of rationale behind the
adoption of design patterns based on previous work on design pat-
terns [44, 65], namely purposes, advantages, disadvantages, and
design considerations and generated such information based on
the RAG-retrieved design guideline articles. Such information adds
values to designers by providing them more granular details in the

context, trade-offs, and considerations behind the use of specific
design patterns. During between-patch foraging, the forager tries
to find the next best information patches to consume. Thus, we
provide screenshots of related designs adopting similar design pat-
terns to help designers identify the other patches of interest (see
visualized illustration in Section 5.2).

5.1.4 Prompt Structure. The general prompt structure of our de-
sign pattern annotation pipeline consists of three main prompts
(Figure 2). In the first prompt, we ask the large multimodal model
to visually identify and explain UI elements that are relevant to
the design pattern of interest. This prompt was designed to ground
the subsequent annotations in accurate understandings of each UI
element’s function and reduce the model’s hallucination. Then, the
explanation of relevant UI elements were combined with retrieved
professional UX pattern analysis articles (Section 5.1.2), to prompt
the model to annotate the purposes, considerations, and advan-
tages/disadvantages of a design pattern example. In the last prompt,
we asked the model to reflectively select the most relevant sections
of UX pattern analysis articles for each annotation, to provide users
with accurate source information as references.

5.1.5 Annotation Pipeline Implementation Details. To implement
SoM prompting, we first performed UI element detection using the
Segment Anything Model (SAM) [30], which generates fine-grained
segmentation masks over UI elements on screenshots. To mitigate
over-segmentation on text content, where texts on screenshots
are divided into overly small pieces, we used Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) to identify text regions and filtered out SAM

6
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segmentations where the Intersection over Union (IoU) with any
text region exceeded 0.55, a threshold empirically set through exper-
imentation. Additionally, tiny segmentations constituting less than
0.5% of the screen area were filtered out. The resulting segmentation
masks, their numerical identifiers, and the original screenshots were
then input into the large multimodal model (Figure 2), following
the approach described in the original SoM paper.

To implement our RAG component, we used cosine similarity
between the article content embeddings and the current product’s
feature name to retrieve design pattern analysis for the specific
feature9. Specifically, we used LangChain and ChromaDB to im-
plement this component. Then, we added the retrieved article’s
original text, together with the original and marked screenshots
from our SoM prompting module, into the multimodal AI model to
annotate for the design pattern information on UI screenshots.

We selected GPT-4V as the multimodal AI model for Prompt
1 and Prompt 2 (Figure 2). Prompt 2 and 3 were initially a same
prompt. However, in our experimentation, we empirically observed
that GPT-4V can seldom correctly retrieve the relevant paragraphs
from source pattern analysis documents, yet Claude-3-Opus was
able to reliably perform this task. As a result, we separated Prompt
3 from 2 and specifically used Claude-3-Opus for Prompt 3. Our
prompt structure adopts the Chain-of-Thought [71] and prompt
chaining [73] techniques to enhance the generation pipeline’s per-
formance. We annotate all user flow prototypes in advance and
statistically store them in our web app, to ensure information con-
sistency and avoid long inference time.

5.2 Frontend Web Design & Implementation
To support the efficient consumption of design pattern information
through specific design examples (DG4), Flowy’s frontend adopts
the Visual Information-Seeking Mantra: overview first, zoom and
filter, then details-on-demand [48]. As illustrated in Figure 3, after
a user selects a user flow example on Flowy’s homepage (Screen A),
they enter the page displaying annotations for this user flow (Screen
B). The icon tags (1) on each UI screenshot, indicating user pattern
annotations and their associated UI elements, together with the list
of design pattern annotations (2) on the right, provide an overview
of the available annotations. The user can hover over annotations
they are interested in and see a popup window with concise, bite-
sized summaries regarding this design pattern in a bullet list (zoom
and filter). If the user is interested in learning further, they can click
on the annotation popup to go to the annotation detail page (Screen
C1, C2), where related designs (3) and more details regarding this
design pattern (4) are provided (details-on-demand). This multi-level,
interactive design allows users to quickly grasp the overall design
patterns present in a user flow example while enabling them to
selectively dive deeper into patterns of interest, facilitating efficient
design inspiration foraging.

As discussed in Section 5.1.3, we support UX designers’ inspira-
tion foraging process by specifically catering to the within-patch
foraging and between-patch foraging stages. The detailed infor-
mation (4) regarding a design pattern increases a designer’s net
information gain during within-patch foraging, while the “Related

9In our curated knowledge base, design pattern analysis articles are mostly written
around specific product features.

Design” section (3) helps a designers to identify potential patches
to look through next.

The frontend of Flowy was implemented using Next.js and Tail-
wind CSS. As a prototype, in Flowy, we included 31 unique, high-
quality user flow examples for three product features, namely Filter
& Sort, Search & Find, and Subscribing. On Screen C1, the “Related
Design” section (3) was implemented by ranking the cosine similar-
ities between pattern definitions in user flows for the same product
feature.

6 USER STUDY
We conducted a user study with eight UX designers of varying
experience to evaluate the Flowy prototype10. Among the eight
participants, one participant is a student in UX while the rest are
all professional UX designers. A table describing the participant de-
mographics is shown in Appendix 2. Each study session lasted one
hour, and participants received $15 USD as compensation for their
time. Our study aimed to answer the following research questions:

• RQ311: How might Flowy support UX designers’ ideation
process in creating UX prototypes?

• RQ4: How might Flowy fit into existing UX design work-
flows and provide support?

• RQ5: What challenges do UX designers encounter when
using Flowy for UX ideation support?

6.1 Study Design
Each study session was conducted online and lasted approximately
one hour. The sessions consisted of two main activities: system
feedback (20-25 minutes) and a mock design task (20-25 minutes).
First, after obtaining informed consent from the participants, the
researchers introduced them to Flowy and provided a high-level
explanation of its key features. Then, each participant indepen-
dently navigated through the interfaces of Flowy as a potential
user of the system. The participants were asked to provide feed-
back regarding the design pattern annotations, focusing on how
the annotation information might help or hinder their everyday
design tasks. Collecting feedback on the content of design pattern
annotations was crucial to ensure that the information provided by
Flowy was relevant, accurate, and helpful for UX designers in their
real-world projects.

Afterwards, each participant was tasked with designing a filter
feature inside an existing Figma prototype for a mobile electron-
ics shopping app. This mock design activity aimed to simulate a
realistic UX design scenario and assess the effectiveness of Flowy
in supporting practical design challenges within participants’ ac-
tual workflows. The researchers encouraged the participants to
refer to Flowy during the design task while also inviting them
to use other tools they would typically employ in their natural
workflows. During the design task, participants were instructed to
think aloud, enabling researchers to gain a deeper understanding of
their thought processes [42]. Researchers asked follow-up questions
throughout the study for clarification. At the end of the session,

10The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) at our institution.
11We continued the RQ numbering to differentiate from research questions in our
formative study.
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Figure 3: Flowy’s frontend design offers a multi-layered, flexible way to explore design examples and associated design patterns
at different granularity. The homepage (A) showcases user flows from existing products. Selecting a flow opens an interactive
annotated view (B), with key elements highlighted and briefly explained on hover. Clicking an annotation reveals a dedicated
page (C1) with detailed pattern analysis and related design screenshot examples for side-by-side comparison (C2).

participants completed a post-study questionnaire, which gathered
feedback regarding the usability and usefulness of the Flowy pro-
totype, as well as its potential integration into their existing UX
design workflows.

6.2 Key Insights
Four of the researchers collaboratively analyzed the notes take dur-
ing the user studies as a group qualitatively using affinity diagram-
ming [52]. The goal is to identify common themes in the responses
of the user study participants. The questionnaire responses col-
lected at the end of user study sessions are also visualized in Figure
4. In this section, we present the key insights from our annotations
with reference to the quantitative measures in the questionnaires.

6.2.1 Insight 1: Flowy can accelerate inspiration foraging through
more informed, evidence-based UX design decisions. Our participants
generally found value in Flowy’s features for scaffolding their con-
siderations in UX design decision making and accelerating their
inspiration foraging in the mock design activity. This is reflected in
questionnaire responses (Figure 4) regarding Flowy’s high value
on understanding the design space and good potential to naturally
integrate into designers’ workflows. Confirming our design goal

(DG2), our participants highlighted that design decisions at the user
flow level as a critical yet often overlooked aspect of UX design (P1,
P4, P7). P1 highly appreciated the “Related Design” section’s exam-
ples (Figure 3, element 3), which helped her to directly compare
similar design patterns and identify more promising inspirational
examples. P7 specifically said that for the design pattern analysis,
“if you do not do it for me, I will have to do it myself”.

Participants found Flowy’s annotations on the flow example page
(Figure 3, element 1) helpful in guiding their attention onto impor-
tant UI elements. P4 and P5 noted that Flowy’s annotations help
prevent overlooking relevant UI elements in user flow examples, a
common issue when looking through many user flow examples. In
addition, P2, P4, P5, and P7 mentioned that Flowy’s design pattern
annotations can serve as positive examples of design rationales,
which can greatly help UX designers in justifying their design deci-
sions in intra- and inter-team communications. This echos findings
in previous empirical research of UX practices [41]. P8 said that
“(Flowy) can be particularly helpful for UX beginners when they work
on new features they are not familiar with”, a sentiment also shared
by P1 and P5. In general, our participants would want to use Flowy’s
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Figure 4: Questionnaire results from our user study.

features in their everyday work and mostly think it will easily inte-
grate into their natural workflows, as reflected in the post-study
questionnaire responses (Figure 4).

6.2.2 Insight 2: Designers desire design pattern annotations beyond
user flows, including product, business, and development consider-
ations. Our UX design pattern annotations primarily focused on
user flow and interaction patterns as a result of our knowledge base
articles’ focus. However, our participants also highlighted that in
practice, their design decisions often also involve considerations
for their products’ goals, business objectives, and technical devel-
opment limitations. These further considerations often cannot be
directly inferred from the visible UI screens and UX prototypes.
However, they can significantly help designers in evaluating design
patterns’ adaptability to their own design scenarios. P4 analyzed
that “intuitively I have a gut instinct of why the designer did this, and
it’s not really mind-blowing to read the advantages and disadvantages
(of a design pattern)... what would be really interesting that I am cu-
rious on, is more product-specific context, ... why this design decision
relates back to the app store design specifically”. Similar opinions are
also shared by P2 and P6 during the sessions.

This uncovered the fact that UX design decisions often are nu-
merous determined by factors beyond user flows and experiences.
We summarized the factors mentioned by designers into three main
categories: target user groups, (P1, P2, P5, P7), product decisions
(P2, P5, P7), and development constraints (P2, P5, P6). UX design-
ers often have to base their design decisions of user flows and
multi-screen component flows on careful trade-offs between these
main factors. As a result, the UX ideation process can be very cog-
nitively demanding. We observed that during our study, P2, P4,
P5, and P7 all implicitly quickly ignored overly complex user flow
examples and information that is not straightforward on screen

to conserve cognitive resources. This inspired us to create more
concise, straightforward, and specific design pattern annotations
in future iterations of Flowy.

6.2.3 Insight 3: Designers prioritize visual comparative learning of
design patterns. Interestingly, during the study sessions, the major-
ity of participants spent the most time trying to understand design
patterns by using the “Related Design” section in Flowy, where
design examples adopting similar design patterns are displayed
side-by-side (P1-4, P6, P8). Six out of eight participants (P2-4, P6-
8) explicitly mentioned that they preferred comparing different
user flow screenshots to reading textual design pattern analysis,
although they acknowledge the latter can provide design rationale
references. More specifically, P4 mentioned that they “do not want
to read the text”, despite our efforts to make textual information
short and concise. We assume that this, combined with the fact that
Flowy’s pattern analysis is mostly represented as text (Figure 3,
element 4), is the main reason behind some participants perceiving
Flowy as not easy to use in the questionnaire response. Yet, when
P4 was asked what information regarding the design patterns they
would find helpful, they describe information with the content and
representation very similar to what Flowy has. P4 articulated: “I
don’t know, I feel like something just makes me not want to read this...
but to be honest, that’s also where I am confused in myself that, I
understand you guys have these (information).”

We believe that this prioritization reflects the Structural Align-
ment Theory, which proposes that when comparing two items,
people align their common relational structures to identify simi-
larities and differences [18]. This process has been applied to the
abstraction of common principles and design ideation [2, 4, 17, 50].
For our participants, learning design patterns through visual com-
parisons of similar design examples was more effective than reading
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textual explanations, even though the latter were also intentionally
designed to be concise and easy-to-consume. P6 explained that they
only used textual information as a fallback when they cannot intu-
itively understand visceral information. This key insight provides
us with a future design implication to prioritize visual comparative
annotation of design patterns, over textual explanations.

6.3 Design Implications
We generalized our study findings to derive key design implications
for AI-powered UX ideation tools like Flowy. These implications
highlight the needs and preferences of UX designers when using
such tools in their design workflows.

(1) Provide concise, straightforward, and precise design pattern
annotations to reduce designers’ cognitive load;

(2) Expand design pattern analysis beyond user flows and in-
teractions, to include relevant product goals, business objec-
tives, and technical development considerations.

(3) Prioritize visual, comparative learning of design patterns
between screenshot examples over providing textual expla-
nations.

Based on these design implications, we plan to iterate on the
Flowy prototype to better align with the needs and expectations of
UX designers. We believe that these implications can also serve as
valuable guidelines for future research in creativity support for UX
design.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Designerly Understanding of UX Protoypes

with Multimodal AI
While some previous research in AI has tried to integrate pro-
fessional UX designers’ considerations into computational deep
learning models [25, 37, 57], but most existing work in AI takes
end users as the target group for UI/UX related tasks [68, 69, 74].
Much of supposedly designer-centric AI research seems to be dis-
connected with designers’ latest practices, focusing on concepts
such as aesthetics that are not grounded in design practitioners’
main considerations. During our design of Flowy, we empirically
observed that current large multimodal AI models can only recog-
nize basic UI elements and their purposes (end-user-centric), but are
limited in understanding the design rationale and considerations
behind design decisions (designer-centric).

We assume that these phenomena reveal the current gap and
many potential directions in AI support for UX design. We call for
the empirical understanding of two important aspects of UX design
for future AI research: UX is much more than UI, and UI screens
often embed more design considerations than a good composition
of visual UI components [40]. Coming up with good composition
of UI layouts is considered as UI design and only part of the goals
for UX designers [47]. The more important end goal is to construct
user flows and interactions based on established best practices and
design patterns, fitting the UI layouts, interactions, and flows to
users’ goals, business values, and development resources.

7.2 Transforming UX Design Practices:
Supporting Evidence-Based Decisions,
Automating Implementations

In our formative studies, we found that the widespread use of de-
sign systems and pre-defined design component libraries shifted
the essence of UX design tasks to adopting the most suitable design
patterns to the design scenario at hand. Many existing generative
AI tools for UX aim to automate the creation of UI screens through a
prompt-to-UI paradigm. Our effort to prototyping Flowy represents
a complementary approach to support UX designers in making
evidence-based design decisions through design pattern annota-
tions on high-quality user flow prototype examples. We argue that
by combining these two approaches and carefully design the aug-
mentation and automation roles of AI in different stages of UI/UX
design, great future directions can be pursued to transform the
current UX design practices. Additionally, by considering latest
advancements in streamlining the designer-developer hand-off pro-
cess [11, 12, 14], further potential lies in the general pipeline and
paradigm of software design and implementation.

7.3 Understanding Task Complexity to Design
AI Support for Professional Users

In our formative study, we confirmed our assumption of UX de-
signers’ heavy focus on user flows across multiple screens than
individual UI screens. We also uncovered the key insight that cur-
rent UX design processes is more about adopting the most suitable
design patterns to the current design scenario, than coming up with
visually appealing UI screens. From our user study of Flowy, we
discovered that UX designers also work with high complexity in
target user groups, business goals, product decisions, and develop-
ment resources. These findings revealed that UX design processes
are much more complex than visible UI screens.

While grounded in the unique characteristics of UX, the princi-
ples underlying Flowy’s design are generalizable to other creative
tasks. By choosing representations with appropriate levels of ab-
straction (e.g. user flow examples, design pattern knowledge), Flowy
allows users to make sense of the solution space at various concep-
tual levels. Additionally, by helping users navigate through connec-
tions and affinities during the foraging process, Flowy facilitates the
exploration and sensemaking of the solution space. These design
considerations are particularly relevant to many open-ended tasks
characterized by the absence of a single optimal solution, where
decision-making requires careful reasoning over a comprehensive
understanding of the solution space. Flowy’s approach embod-
ies a human-centered, intelligence augmentation approach [23] of
human-AI collaboration, with the end goal of supporting target
users’ cognitive processes to improve task efficiency and effective-
ness.

Human-centered adoption of AI requires deep knowledge and
understanding of the complexity of tasks of professionals and goes
beyond automating the creation of visible artifacts [59]. Our design
considerations for Flowy suit many tasks with no single optimal
solution, where decision making requires careful reasoning over
the solution space. More strategies should be devised for future
human-centered AI research as design principles, such as choosing
mediums with appropriate levels of abstraction and assisting users
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in discovering connections and affinities in the foraging process.
By focusing on similar key design principles, future AI systems
can effectively support professionals in navigating the complex
decision-making processes involved in their work, while ensuring
that users retain control and maintain a sense of ownership over
the creative process.

8 LIMITAITON
Despite our best efforts to mitigate large-scale multimodal AI’s
hallucination using Retrieval-Augmented Generation and Chain-
of-Thought prompting, we cannot fully avoid design patterns that
deviate from the user flow examples. However, we expect this
limitation to gradually improve as future multimodal AI model
capabilities advance. It is also important to acknowledge Flowy’s
current limitations in scope and the product features it supports
as a prototype. Our evaluation study also has several threats to
validity: the representativeness of our participants and tasks may
not fully capture the diversity of real-world UX design scenarios.
Additionally, the novelty bias associated with using a new tool
like Flowy could have influenced the participants’ behaviors and
attitudes during the study. To address these limitations and gain
deeper insights into Flowy’s long-term impact on UX design prac-
tices, we plan to conduct longitudinal deployments in real-world
design settings for future research.

9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented Flowy, an AI-powered tool that supports
UX designers’ inspiration foraging process by supplementing user
flow examples with distilled, high-quality design pattern knowledge.
Our user study demonstrated Flowy’s effectiveness in supporting
realistic UX design tasks, with participants finding the visually an-
chored design pattern annotations helpful for efficiently exploring
and understanding relevant design patterns. The design considera-
tions in Flowy, such as multi-level representations and interactive
exploration, reflect a human-centered, intelligence augmentation
approach to leveraging AI in creative workflows. Our design im-
plications summarized from our user studies point out meaningful
considerations for future UX design support tools.
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A PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
A.1 Formative Study

Gender Education Industry Job Title Years in Industry Company Size

Female Master’s degree Software Product Designer 1 to 3 years 1,000 to 10,000
Female Master’s degree Software Senior Product Designer 3 to 5 years 100 to 1,000
N/A Master’s degree Software UX Designer 1 to 3 years More than 10,000
Female Master’s degree Finance and Insurance Senior UX Designer Less than 1 year More than 10,000
N/A Master’s degree Software Senior Product Designer 3 to 5 years 10 to 100

Table 1: The demographics of our formative study participants. We used “Software” in short for “Software, Information Services
and Data Processing” for the ease of display.

A.2 Flowy User Study

Gender Education Industry Job Title Industry Experi-
ence Company Size UX Experience Used Mobbin

N/A Master’s degree Software Product designer Less than 1 year 100 to 1,000 Less than 1 year Yes

N/A Bachelor’s degree Unemployed interaction design
student Less than 1 year 1 to 10 Less than 1 year Yes

N/A Master’s degree design product designer 1 to 3 years 1,000 to 10,000 1 to 3 years Yes

Female Master’s degree Finance and Insur-
ance

Senior UX de-
signer 1 to 3 years More than 10,000 1 to 3 years Maybe

Male Master’s degree Software Associate UX De-
signer 3 to 5 years 1,000 to 10,000 3 to 5 years Yes

Female Master’s degree Software Product designer 3 to 5 years More than 10,000 3 to 5 years Yes
Female Bachelor’s degree Unemployed Product Designer 1 to 3 years 1 to 10 1 to 3 years Maybe

N/A Master’s degree Scientific or Tech-
nical Services UX Researcher Less than 1 year 1 to 10 Less than 1 year No

Table 2: Demographics of our user study’s participants, including gender, educational background, industry, job title, years of
experience in the industry, company size, years of experience as a UX designer, and whether they have used Mobbin.com.
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